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Background 

 Chronic kidney disease (CKD) has recently become a 

globally recognized public health problem 

 While African Americans make up only about 13 percent of 

the population, they account for 32 percent of the people 

with kidney failure in the United States 

 African Americans have four times higher CKD than 

Caucasians.



Background … diabetes 

 Such disparity is primarily driven by the variance 

of diabetes, as diabetes is the leading cause of 

CKD and end stage renal disease (ESRD)

 Diabetes disparity between Caucasians and 

African Americans from 1980 to 2014: 

 from 3.9 to 9.2 in 2014 for African American men; 4.7 

to 9.9 for African American women; 

 from 2.5 to 6.3 for Caucasian men; and from 2.7 to 5.3 

for Caucasian women (CDC, 2017).



Background --- blood pressure 

 Blood pressure (BP) is another leading causes of 

CKD. 

 BP damages blood vessels and lead to ESRD

 African Americans with diabetes experienced higher 

rates of blood pressure than Caucasians.

 Men tend to have higher blood pressure than 

women, and as a result, the prevalence of ESRD is 

higher in men than women, even after an 

adjustment for age.



Therefore …

 This study focuses on these two groups in order to 

observe their CKD related medical problems, and 

will analyze male and female groups as individual 

categories in order to uncover medical problems 

unique to either gender.



Research objectives

 (1) discover diabetic CKD and ESRD-related 

medical problems among African Americans 

as a singular entity, and 

 (2) to explore gender differences, based on 

the CKD stages.



CKD stage eGFR Description

Stages I&

II

>=90 ml/min

>=60 ml/min

Normal through 

mildly decreased

Stage III 30-59 ml/min Moderately decreased

Stage IV 15-29 ml/min Severely decreased

Stage V (not on dialysis) <15 ml/min Kidney failure

Stage V (on dialysis) <15 ml/min Kidney failure

Stages of Kidney Disease based on eGFR



The Data

 The data used in this study are obtained from the Cerner 

Health Facts® Data Warehouse (CHFDW). The CHFDW is a 

longitudinal relational database containing 15 years of 

medical health records from more than 400 Cerner clients 

(i.e., hospitals and hospital systems around the U.S.) 

 The CHFDW is a completely Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliant data repository that 

contains detailed electronic health records (e.g., incident, 

lab, procedure, etc.). Because this dataset is already 

collected by a third party, the Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) for the Protection of Human Subjects has determined 

that this study did not meet the criteria for human subject 

research. 



Data processing

 One of the most challenging tasks in a data analytics project is 

to scour through voluminous data, a time-demanding and 

challenging task that usually consumes over 80% of the total 

project time.

 This is because the dataset contains a lot of noise that will most 

likely not be relevant to a particular research project. EMR data 

are mainly collected for administrative and/or billing purposes, 

which is not directly related to research, and they contain a lot 

of null, missing, and invalid data.

 As such, filtering in only relevant data fit to a specific research 

purpose and discovering knowledge from the resultant dataset 

is akin to searching for a needle in a haystack. 

 For this research, only 0.00006% were extracted





PatientID Race Gender Age Event Value

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Blood pressure diastolic 95

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Blood pressure systolic 146

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Blood pressure diastolic pulmonary artery 56

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Blood pressure diastolic sitting 84

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Blood pressure systolic invasive 102

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Blood pressure systolic standing 148

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Blood pressure diastolic standing 75

1103 Caucasian Female 42 BMI, Body Mass Index 32

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Weight 252

1103 Caucasian Female 42 BSA, Body surface area 2.134

1103 Caucasian Female 42 BSA, Body Mass index estimated 32.43

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Cough NULL

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Smoking NULL

1103 Caucasian Female 42 Alcohol NULL

1103 Caucasian Female 42 …

Table 3. Medical Event Record Example



Machine learning technique --- Apriori

 Discover frequently appearing medical problems

 Popular among data scientists because this 

method allows researchers to prune the results, 

and thus computationally efficient 

 Support --- 0.001%

 Confidence --- 100%

 Lift >400 



eGFR Stage Combined Male Group Female Group

Stage I and II 744 10,337 31,170

Stage III 155 40,63 1,063

Stage IV 125 195 910

Stage V (not on dialysis) 22 164 621

Stage V (on dialysis) 174 3,735 635

Table 6. Discovered Number of Rules by eGFR 

Stages and Gender



Results – CKD Stage 3

 Systolic high blood (SBP) pressure is the most frequently 

appearing medical problem for the whole sample 

 Ranked number 1 problem for the female subgroup

 However, it is ranked 35th for the male group. 

 Obesity poses a serious problem for the whole sample.

 For the female groups, extreme obesity is ranked 3rd, and 

obesity is ranked 12th.

 Obesity is 23rd for the male group



Results --- CKD Stage 4

 Systolic blood pressure

 Females are more likely to have high SBP. 

 The frequency of the male group’s SBP went up from 1.11% 

in Stage 3 to 3.48% in Stage 4. 

 Obesity

 It is highly ranked for both male and female groups; 

however, the female group exhibits 3.29% of extreme obese 

populations among Stage 4 patients. 



Results --- Stage 5 (not on dialysis)

 Systolic blood pressure 

 High SBP more frequently appears at the previous stages for 

the female group, 

 The male group shows 10.41%, which makes it the most 

frequently appearing medical problem. 

 Another interesting find is that high alkaline phosphatase 

appears at the top for the female group (8.29%). Also, 

high phosphorus frequently appears among the female 

patients at this stage. 



Results --- Stage 5 (on dialysis)

 Obesity 

 For the female group, extreme obesity is ranked number one 
problem, while this medical problem did not appear within 
the cut-out criteria for the male group. 

 Cocaine and opiate 

 Cocaine use is ranked at the top for the male group, while it 
didn’t make the cut for the female group. 

 The male group shows a high rate of abnormal opiate 
(3.29%), while it is only 2.60% for the female group.  

 Certainly, drug abuse becomes a big medical problem 
among the African American dialysis patients, especially 
those who are male.



Result … Collectively 

 The findings show that these two groups medical problems 

across all stages vary greatly. 

 When the two groups are aggregated for the purpose of 

analysis, some frequently appearing medical problems may not 

be applicable to a subgroup population. 

 Obesity is more common for female patients, while drug abuse poses a 

big problem for males at the dialysis stage. 

 As such, the contribution of this study is to demonstrate the 

intense variation of medical problems appearing at different 

CKD and ESRD stages across male and female groups, and 

discover the unique medical problems afflicting them. 



Implication 

 First, African American male and female’ diabetic CKD problems 

should be treated very differently because of their varying 

medical problems.

 Second, educational modules for the developments of diabetic 

CKD patients should be designed differently. 

 Finally, it should be noted that at the dialysis stage many male 

patients heavily rely on drugs. A study shows that it is because of 

increased depression that is highly prevalent among African 

American CKD patients.

 In order to decrease drug abuse, an education module combating 

depression and proper medical treatment are recommended 

especially for the male patients at the dialysis stage.
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